
Thank you very much for taking the time today to attend the financial results briefing. By way of 
introduction, my name is Takahiro Yanai, President & CEO of Mitsubishi UFJ Lease & Finance.  

I will explain in line with the presentation document titled FY3/2020 Results. 

First, an overall picture of the results. Please turn to page 5.
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The numbers for FY3/2019 are shown in the grey-shaded column on the far left, labelled “a” on the 
upper left side of the table. And the numbers for FY3/2020 released today are shown in the orange-
shaded “b” column to the right of it. Shown in the “c” and “e” columns are YoY changes and percentage 
changes as well as foreign exchange rate effects. The blue-shaded “g” column on the top-right side 
shows FY3/2020 rates of achievement versus our released forecasts displayed in the “f” column to the 
left of it.

Gross profit on the second line stood at 181.9 billion yen, an increase of 23.6 billion yen or 14.9% YoY.

Recurring income on the fourth line came to 94.3 billion yen, an increase of 6.7 billion yen or 7.7% YoY. 

Net income on the fifth line totaled 70.7 billion yen, an increase of 1.9 billion yen or 2.8% YoY.

Gross profit and incomes each posted a record high and net income hit a record high for the third 
consecutive term.

The rates of achievement versus the released forecasts as shown in the blue-shaded line on the 
righthand side of the table in the “g” column exceeded 100% in all categories.

Next, please look at the sixth line. New transaction volume grew by 152.0 billion yen or 8.8% YoY to 
1,881.7 billion yen. This was thanks to growing transactions related to real estate, logistics, and others, 
and helped by a 92.4 billion yen benefit from the additional consolidation of ENGS Holdings Inc. (ENGS) 
in December 2018.

Operating assets as shown on the ninth line increased by 181.9 billion yen or 3.6% YoY to 5,228.4 
billion yen. This was because a growing transaction volume more than offset a 91.6 billion yen 
reduction factor caused by the deconsolidation of Shinko Lease following a July 2019 sale of all shares 
in it, as well as a 19.9 billion yen reduction factor caused by the yen appreciating by 1.44 yen, among 
other factors.

Now, please see dividend per share on the seventh line. We decided to pay an annual dividend per 
share of 25.00 yen, an increase of 1.50 yen YoY, given that our financial results had been strong. This 
will mean we have increased the dividend for the 21st consecutive year since FY3/2000. The payout 
ratio will be 31.5%, keeping a 30%-plus level, following 30.4% for FY3/2019.

Next, turn to page 6.
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A waterfall chart is used to describe increase/decrease in net income attributable to owners of 
the parent.

The grey bar on the far left shows 68.7 billion yen posted for FY3/2019 while the red bar on the 
far right shows 70.7 billon recorded for FY3/2020. Sandwiched in between are increase/decrease 
factors.

Item (1) gross profit, in orange color, grew by 23.6 billion yen YoY. Although funding costs rose 
by 10.3 billion yen due to growing assets, this was more than offset by higher gains on sales in 
the Real Estate, Aviation and Environment & Energy divisions.

Item (2) operating expenses, composed mainly of personnel and logistics expenses, grew by 7.4 
billion yen YoY. We incurred operating expenses mainly to build and fortify our growth 
foundation in business domains in focus such as real estate, the environment & energy and 
global assets, coupled with effects from turning ENGS into a consolidated subsidiary.

Item (3) credit cost grew by 5.9 billion yen YoY. This was mainly attributable to: i) non-
recurrence of big reversals for real estate transactions as well as reversals of net credit costs that 
had been posted for FY3/2019; as well as ii) a rise in general provision for loan losses for certain 
industries given the current situation.

Item (4) non-operating income/expense, excluding net credit costs, decreased by 3.5 billion 
yen YoY due to higher interest payments on frontloaded funding of necessary capital and lower 
equity-method earnings, among other factors. Details will follow in the coming pages. 

Item (5) extraordinary income/loss declined by 1.2 billion yen. This was mainly due to the non-
recurrence of sales of strategic shareholdings and related-company shares that had been posted 
for FY3/2019, among other factors.

Item (6) tax expenses grew by 3.5 billion yen due to increased income before income taxes and 
non-recurrence of effects of a U.S. tax reform that had been posted for FY3/2019.

Net income for the fiscal year under review, an aggregate of items (1) through (6) previously 
discussed, increased by 1.9 billion yen YoY to 70.7 billion yen.

Next, please turn to page 7.
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Let me describe our funding status given its importance under the current situation.

To date, we have been increasing our efforts to diversify funding methods and perform liquidity 
risk management as part of our Asset-Liability Management framework.

In addition, we have further sophisticated our predictive risk management system in FY3/2019 
to enforce financial strategies adaptable to changes in financial environment by maintaining 
financial discipline at the same time. We have promptly responded to the change in market 
environment from the beginning of 2020 and have secured sufficient liquidity for operating 
activities of our group following consideration on multiple scenarios of financial landscape over 
the short and long term. As a result, consolidated cash and cash equivalents as of March-end 
2020 increased 270.3 billion yen to 466.2 billion yen.

We have steadily and regularly raised funds directly from the capital market inside and outside 
Japan in addition to borrowings from financial institutions. Regardless of the current situation, 
we issued Japanese straight corporate bonds with a face value of 32.0 billion yen and U.S. dollar-
denominated bonds with a face value of US$800 million in April 2020 in line with our initial 
capital funding schedule. 

Although unmentioned in this document, we have issued relatively long-term commercial 
paper in Japan. Among various strategies, our financial management office in North America 
issued US$170 million of medium-term notes. As such, we have secured liquidity based on 
medium-to long-term scenarios and have been lengthening our debt maturities.

The total unused facility under commitment line contracts entered into in the past with multiple 
financial institutions amounted to 487.7 billion yen as of March 31, 2020.

Please have a look at the “Main Financial indicators” on your bottom right. As previously 
explained, we have increased cash and cash equivalents on consideration of the current situation 
as of March-end 2020, resulting in an equity ratio of 12.4%, declining by 0.6 percentage point 
YoY. Nevertheless, net debt-to-equity ratio came in at 5.74x and equity ratio would have been 
12.9% assuming cash and cash equivalents would have remained unchanged YoY, retaining these 
two indexes at similar levels as the previous fiscal year. We intend to maintain our financial 
discipline going forward.

Next, please turn to page 8.
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Here we look back at the previous Medium-term Management Plan, which got underway in 
April 2017 and ended in March 2020.

We undertook such strategies as reshuffling of portfolio components, development of the PDCA 
processes for investment projects, introduction of a remote work system, and utilization of 
robotic process automation (RPA).

Please look at the mid-level graph. On the number front, as shown by the second bar from the 
far left, we achieved 63.0 billion yen in net income and 1.1% or more in ROA for FY3/2018, the 
first year of the previous Medium-term Management Plan. We were also helped partly by an 8.4 
billion yen one-off financial effect from a reversal of deferred tax liabilities thanks to the U.S. tax 
reform shown in grey. Thereafter, we were able to achieve a record profit for three consecutive 
fiscal years.

We solidly grew income in the form of posting 64.4 billion yen in net income for FY3/2019 and 
68.7 billion yen in net income for FY3/2020 even with the exclusion of a one-off financial effect 
from the U.S. tax reform, which is shown as the grey parts of the bars.

Next, turn to page 10.
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Let me describe divisional earnings / assets. We began to release divisional earnings starting in 
the second quarter of FY3/2019. In addition, we newly disclose here divisional assets.

Please look at the top-left part of the page. Divisional earnings are calculated by taking gross 
profit before deducting financial expenses and combining it with equity-method income and 
dividend income. Returns on investments in related companies made in the infrastructure and 
environment & energy divisions are classified into equity-method income. Returns from such 
investments that have an equity investment of less than 20% are classified as dividend income. 
Thus, divisional earnings are presented as such in order to make divisional earnings better reflect 
their actual amounts.

Divisional assets, is an aggregation of operating assets and equity-method investments, as we 
intend to present the numbers to reflect the actual asset scale of each division under a similar 
concept as that of divisional earnings. Nevertheless, parts of some assets that generate divisional 
earnings such as strategic holdings and small-scale infrastructure related equity investments 
cannot be categorized into division. Accordingly, please be aware that divisional assets do not 
include these assets for the time being. 

Shown in the waterfall graph below at the upper left of the page are changes in divisional 
earnings by division. While each division grew its profits, earnings were driven by particularly the 
real estate and aviation divisions as well as the domestic/overseas customers business, helped by 
making ENGS a new consolidated subsidiary.

The table on the right outlines factors causing an increase/decrease in divisional earnings as 
well as departments/branches and subsidiaries composing business divisions.

Let me give an outline on a division-by-division basis. Please move on to page 11.
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First of all, the Domestic/Overseas Customers Business. Please look at the upper-left part of 
the page. 

Divisional assets decreased by 125.8 billion yen compared with FY3/2019-end, affected by such 
factors as the deconsolidation of affiliated companies. Divisional earnings grew by 8.8 billion yen 
YoY, in part affected by a profit reduction effect from deconsolidation of an affiliated company. 
But this was more than offset by ENGS, whose profit/loss began to be incorporated from 
FY3/2020, as well as growth of existing overseas customers offices.

Please move on to page 12.
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Next comes Aviation. Please look at the upper-left part of the page. Divisional earnings 
increased 7.2 billion yen compared with FY3/2019 and divisional assets rose 57.1 billion yen 
compared with FY3/2019-end. As indicated in the two boxes below showing our owned aviation 
related assets, we recorded 24 aircraft purchases and 14 aircraft sold underlying our steady 
progress in new accumulation as well as sales of assets.

Please look at the right hand side of the page. Highly liquid narrow body aircrafts account for 
88.8% of our aircraft leasing business and the geographic breakdown for aircrafts and aircraft 
engines unveil the well-diversified characteristics of our portfolio.

Please move on to page 13 which explains about Real Estate.
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Real Estate consists of real estate finance such as real estate lease and securitization finance 
and of real estate business such as real estate rental business and real estate revitalization 
investment.

Divisional earnings from Real Estate for FY3/2020 grew by 10.8 billion yen YoY, supported by 
rising revenues from real estate sales posted by engaging in asset-turnover businesses.

Divisional assets grew by 147.3 billion yen YoY to 976.1 billion yen due to strong performances 
of new transactions for real estate revitalization investments, securitization finance and real 
estate leases.

For reference, the right hand side of the page shows the equity contribution of securitization 
finance in Japan and real estate revitalization investments, which is the core of asset turnover 
business at the real estate division, to retain consistency between former disclosures. These 
numbers are indicated as the actual contribution value rather than financial accounting value. 
The pie chart on the bottom right reveals that we have built a portfolio resistant to market 
conditions by: i) including, as investment targets, logistics and residential properties in a well-
balanced manner in addition to offices, hotels and urban shopping facilities; and ii) making 
diversified investments mainly in the Tokyo metropolitan area in consideration of market sizes 
and future potential.

Please move on to page 14.
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Logistics shown on the left side of the page. Divisional earnings grew by 2.3 billion yen YoY. 
Meanwhile, divisional assets climbed by 61.9 billion yen compared with March 31, 2019 thanks 
to expansion in the railway freight car lease service.

The container lease business, being on a revival track, achieved profitability as returns kept 
improving steadily and we further recovered past bad debts.

Looking at the freight car lease business, freight car holdings rose to 16,544 units, up from 
about 6,000 units in September 2017 at launch. This was as a result of our continued effort to 
expand the business through placing production orders and buying pre-owned freight cars under 
lease contract from the secondary market.

Please look at Environment & Energy on the right side of the page. Environment & Energy 
includes the renewable energy business mainly for solar power generation.

Divisional earnings grew by 4.4 billion YoY. This was due to higher electricity sales revenues as 
solar power plants previously under construction came into operation one by one, as well as to 
revenues from selling a business. Divisional assets grew by 43.6 billion yen compared with March 
31, 2019 to 184.3 billion yen as solar power plants were completed and came into operation 
steadily.

Please move on to page 15.
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Shown on the left side of the page is Healthcare. Healthcare provides a medical equipment 
lease service and real estate lease service for medical malls, and handles investment funds for 
medical institutions and care homes.

Divisional earnings for the fiscal year under review grew by 0.5 billion yen YoY and divisional 
assets climbed by 5.9 billion yen YoY.

Shown on the right side of the page is Infrastructure & Investment. Infrastructure & Investment 
mainly makes business investment in overseas infrastructure and participates in domestic PFI 
projects. Divisional earnings grew marginally YoY as we recorded advance expenses for business 
investments. This is an area we pin high hopes on although it will take some time before it 
contributes to earnings as some projects have yet to come into operation. 

Divisional assets decreased by 1.7 billion yen YoY due to progressing recoveries in the corporate 
investment business while investment targets expanded in the overseas infrastructure business.

Please turn to page 17, which is about FY3/2021.
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Since we cannot reasonably predict the impact of the spread of the coronavirus disease, 
including when it will diminish, our consolidated results forecast for FY3/2021 is undetermined at 
this time.

Based on the two assumptions indicated in this page, net income attributable to the owners of 
the parent can be preliminary calculated as a range of around 35 billion yen to 40 billion yen and 
we hereby announce this number as a reference information on our results. We underline that 
this number has been preliminary calculated from a risk management standpoint assuming 
certain scenarios. Accordingly, the number is not a forecast as it has not been estimated based 
on reasonable outside environment outlook.

The assumptions are as follows:

1. The increase in the number of people infected by the novel coronavirus in major countries 
will subside by around summer 2020 or later. Strict activity restrictions in major countries 
would peak out in the summer before getting eased gradually over the ensuing six months or 
so. Economic activities will progress toward a gradual return to normal through FY3/2022. 

2. This situation would affect the FY2020 results of many companies, impacting particularly 
such divisions as the aviation and logistics divisions among our businesses.

As it is difficult to forecast the results, our dividend forecast for FY3/2021 is undetermined at 
this time. Nevertheless, there is no change to our basic policy of returning profit to shareholders 
in the form of dividend payment while striking a good balance between dividend payment and 
equity enhancement efforts. We have been increasing our dividend for 21 consecutive terms to 
date even during the Lehman crisis. Dividend per share for FY3/2021 will be determined by 
considering the impact of the spread of the novel coronavirus on our results and our track record 
of dividend increase. As a result of such considerations, dividend payout ratio might exceed 30% 
level set out in our Medium-term Management Plan. We will promptly announce the dividend 
forecast once it becomes possible to perform a reasonable estimate.

Please turn to page 18.
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Measures for FY3/2021 by division are outlined.

As announced on March 12, 2020, the new Medium-term Management Plan got underway in 
FY3/2021. We have developed the Medium-term Management Plan as the initial three-year 
portion of our medium- to long-term strategy for which a direction has been set based on 
changes in the external environment, changes in the business environment, and mega global 
trends over the next 10-year time span. 

Unforeseen situations, such as the spread of novel coronavirus infection, are occurring, and 
they have caused major economic setbacks inside and outside Japan. While we are unable to tell 
when and how this situation will end, we believe that efforts made by medical experts, each 
government, and its citizens will help restore calmness eventually, and the Japanese and global 
economy will be back on cruising speed. Therefore, we are projecting that there will be no major 
change in the mega global trends from a perspective of 10 years, and thus the group’s medium-
to long-term direction remains unchanged. In addition, we will promptly capture issues and 
demand of the society as well as customers in a world with and after coronavirus and make solid 
progress in exercising our asset value creation, which is a theme of our Medium-term 
Management Plan, by leveraging our strength in customer base, financial base, and asset 
business insights.

Each division’s key initiatives for FY3/2021 which have been developed based on the Medium-
term Management Plan themes and current situations have been summed up on page 18.

This ends my presentation. Thank you for your attention.
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